
Drama Club Audition Sheet 
 
 

Name:     ___________Homeroom Teacher:   ____ 

 
Complete all 3 steps of this audition sheet and bring to your audition. Write your 
name on the Musical Audition Notes sheets and bring to your audition. 

 
Step 1:  Number your part choices in order of preference. Do not put a number beside a 

part you do not want. 
 
 

_____ Acting/Singing Parts           

_____ Acting Parts (no solos)    

 _____ Lighting/Sound 

_____ Assistant Director  

_____ Stage Crew 

 
 
Step 2: Write a paragraph describing why you should be a part of Drama Club and turn in 

with your audition sheet. 
 
 
 
Step 3: Ask your parent/guardian to sign the following portion of the audition sheet. 
 
 
I give permission for my child to participate in Drama Club auditions. If he/she is invited to 
participate in Drama Club, I understand that participation in Drama Club will be terminated if 
he/she has more than one unexcused absence.  Students who are unable to adhere to 
Drama Club rules will not be allowed to participate. I understand that my student should be 
picked up from Drama Club no later than 10 minutes past the ending time of meetings.   
 
 
Parent’s Name:_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Parent’s Signature:____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
E-Mail Address:_______________________________________________________________ 

  



Musical Audition Notes 
 

Student Name:       Teacher Initials: ________ 

 

Speaking Part:  5  3 1 

Memorization: Minimum errors Several errors Numerous errors 

Volume:  Loud Medium Soft 

Speed: Good Slow Fast 

Clarity: Very clear Mostly clear Hard to understand  

Delivery: Superior Average Needs work 

Gestures: Superior Average Needs work 

Notes:      

  

 

Singing Part: 5 3 1 

Accuracy: Minimum errors Several errors Numerous errors 

Volume: Loud Medium Soft 

Clarity:  Very clear Mostly clear Hard to understand 

Tone: Superior Average Needs work 

Notes:      

     

 

Recommended part assignment: 

List any parts that this student would be appropriate for, or simply check the 

level of part recommended: 

     

_____Large role with singing and acting 

_____Large role with acting only 

_____Small singing solo 

_____Small role with acting only 

_____Chorus 

 

Overall 
Score: 

 
 

 

Singing 

Score: 

Speaking 

Score: 

Behavior 

Score: 


